Anna Abner’s Interview with Rose Montague

Back Cover Blurb:

Three against Three Hundred. Jade is a little bit shifter, a little bit witch, a little bit
Fae, a little bit vamp, and a whole lot of fun. Jade has arranged things so she is
partnered with a shifter bear as police detectives on a big case involving vamps
killing humans. There is some mystery to the book and many surprises. Jade’s
origins, where she came from and why she is here are revealed along the way. A
lot of humor , action, and fun involving a visit to Faerie, assassination attempts,
adventures in driving, a magical dagger, and a little romance happen along the
way. By the end, much of the mystery and her beast is revealed, and her origins
and background are explained. All of this with a good deal of humor and some
real shockers along the way.
Anna Abner: Welcome to my site, Rose, and thank you for stopping by to tell us
about your writing and publishing experience. First, how did you come up with the
idea for Jade?
Rose Montague: I love urban fantasy and I am a big fan of strong female
characters. Jade is my idea of a mix of different supernatural creatures. How she
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became that way is part of the mystery in the book. There are a lot of surprises in
Jade and that is one of them.
AA: Do you think there is a lot of you in Jade’s character?
RM: I wish I had a few of Jade’s talents! I think there is a lot of my philosophy in
Jade. I also enjoy a bit of humor and romance mixed in with all the action. My
goal in writing Jade was to have fun writing a fun book to read.
AA: If this is part of a series, can you tell us what is coming up for Jade?
RM: Jade, Jane, and Jill team up in the first book to solve a series of crimes.
Book Two will be called Jane, and Book Three will be called Jill. They call
themselves the Three J’amigo’s. Jane is a powerful vampire and Jill is Fae. The
main theme in Jade is friendship and that theme will carry on throughout all three
books.
AA: When did you know you were a writer?
RM: I always wanted to write and I love to read. I recently developed some back
problems that would wake me up in the early hours of the morning. What a great
time to write with no distractions. The majority of Jade was written between the
hours of 4AM and 6AM. Coffee was a big help. I realized I was a real writer about
a third of the way through Jade. I was learning this writing thing by doing it and
some of my friends were reading what I had so far. When they started having fun
with it was when I realized I had the makings of a fun book.
AA: Why write paranormals?
RM: When I was young I loved Sci-Fi. That led me to the fantasy and paranormal
genres where I found true happiness.
AA: Have you ever thought of writing in other genres?
RM: I am writing a short story now (that seems to want to be a novella) for a
charity anthology about the life of a cat. I am pretty excited about it.
AA: Sounds interesting! Tell us about your writing process.
RM: I try to write about one thousand words per day. Some days it doesn’t
happen but other days I do more than that. After Jade was published I focused
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more on marketing and promoting and now I am trying to find the right balance to
do both.
AA: Are you a pantser or a plotter?
RM: I have a basic outline and I usually go off the reservation but eventually
come back. It does help to know where you are going, especially if there is some
mystery involved. And the ending is a real key. Once you have an outline and a
really good ending, you can let the story tell itself.
AA: What was your publishing experience?
RM: I was lucky enough to find a publisher that thought Jade was a terrific read.
A small publisher called Eternal Press offered me a contract. The submission
process is pure torture and I had eight rejections before that. I just kept tweaking
and self-editing. Eternal Press is a small publisher but they took care of all the
expenses involved from a real editor, to cover art, getting the ISBN’s and
formatting the book for print and eBook.
AA: What advice would you give to new or struggling authors?
RM: If you want to be an author you are going to have to sit down and write. The
more you write the better you will get at writing. Just thinking about doing it won’t
get it done.
AA: Thanks for stopping by, Rose, and good luck in the future.
You can find Jade by Rose Montague at Amazon.com.
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